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Abstract: We present the O(α3s) virtual QCD corrections to the process h→ g+g+g due
to interference of born and two-loop amplitudes, where h is a massive spin-2 particle and g
is the gluon. We assume that the SM fields couple to h through the SM energy momentum
tensor. Our result constitutes one of the ingredients to full NNLO QCD contribution
to production of a massive spin-2 particle along with a jet in the scattering process at
the LHC. In particular, this massive spin-2 could be a KK mode of a ADD graviton in
large extra dimensional model or a RS KK mode in warped extra dimensional model or a
generic massive spin-2. In addition, it provides an opportunity to study the ultraviolet and
infrared structures of QCD amplitudes involving tensorial coupling resulting from energy
momentum operator. Using dimensional regularization, we find that infrared poles of
this amplitude are in agreement with the proposal by Catani confirming the factorization
property of QCD amplitudes with tensorial insertion.
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1 Introduction
Theoretical studies on production and decay of a spin JP particle in the hadron colliders
in the Standard Model (SM) and its extensions are underway due to a wealth of informa-
tion available from ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). In particular, investigations involving particles with higher spin, namely JP = 2+
bosons gained attention [3, 4] due to the discovery of a new boson at the LHC with a
mass m ≈ 125 GeV as its spin is yet to be determined with no doubt. Searches of spin-2
particles earlier in Tevatron and recently in LHC were motivated due to their presence in
theories with large extra dimensions, such as ADD [5–7] and warped extra dimensions such
as RS [8] models. These beyond the SM (BSM) theories provide an alternate scenario to
explain the hierarchy problem of the SM through the introduction of compact higher di-
mensions with factorisable (ADD) or non-factorisable (RS) geometries. The impact of these
higher dimensions can be understood in four dimensional framework through the existence
of a tower of massive spin-2 Kaluza-Klein (KK) gravitons. Their signatures at the colliders






and vector JP = 1+ particles in the SM and BSM, there are extensive studies available
in literature. They include inclusive and semi-inclusive rates taking into account quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) and electroweak (EW) radiative corrections to impressively high
orders in perturbative expansion. Thanks to universal features of some of the perturbative
corrections in QCD, one can safely use those computed in the SM for BSM processes. For
spin-2 particles, searches in Drell-Yan (DY), di-photon and jet+missing energy at the LHC
are already underway. Also the bounds on the scale of the new physics and the number
of extra-dimensions are severely constrained from these searches. These studies use theo-
retical results computed in QCD at NLO level in perturbation theory. Such computations
are inevitable due to various uncertainties resulting from renormalization and factorization
scales as well as from the parton distribution functions. Needless to say that the correc-
tions are also big giving large K-factors which are often sensitive to the observables and
their physical scales. In ADD and RS models spin-2 KK gravitons contribute to physical
processes through either exchange of virtual graviton state or production of a real graviton
state. In the virtual mode, KK gravitons get exchanged between the SM particles and the
summation over their high multiplicity leads to a compensation of small coupling strength.
Hence, the cross section will be appreciable at collider energies, giving rise to non-resonant
enhancement of the high invariant mass regions of a di-final state production [9–13] or
final states involving more particles [14, 15]. Next to leading order QCD corrections were
computed for the di-final state processes in the ADD model viz. `+`− [16–18], γγ [19, 20]
and ZZ [21, 22] and W+W− [23, 24], in addition they have been extended to NLO+PS ac-
curacy [25, 26]. On-shell spin-2 particle production results in missing energy signal. Again
large multiplicity of final states enhances the observable effects. Productions of on-shell
spin-2 gravitons in association with (a) jet [27], (b) photon [28] and (c) electroweak gauge
boson [29, 30] have been studied to NLO in QCD. Similar results taking into account NLO
QCD effects for processes involving the resonant production of spin-2 graviton are available
for di-lepton production [17, 18], di-photon production [20], di-neutral electroweak gauge
boson production [22] and charged electroweak gauge boson production W+W− [24]. Since
the NLO corrections and the associated scale uncertainties are not completely under con-
trol in most of the observable, an attempt [31] was undertaken to include soft and collinear
contribution to NNLO accuracy for processes involving KK gravitons in both ADD and
RS models. This was possible as the full two loop QCD matrix element of energy momen-
tum tensor is now available [32]. The phenomenological results show significant reduction
in dependence on renormalization and factorization scales and these results improve the
stability of the perturbative predictions.
Observables with jet + missing energy are sensitive to new physics from many BSM
scenarios. This missing energy could be due to a heavy resonance produced in the final state
escaping the detector. The NLO QCD effects to this process in large extra dimensional
model, namely ADD have been available for sometime and the importance of K-factor
and scale uncertainties are documented in [27]. In this article, we compute O(α3s) virtual
correction in massless QCD to the process h → g + g + g due to interference of born
and two-loop amplitudes, where h is a massive spin-2 particle. The full NNLO analysis






counter terms which we reserve for future work. We have assumed a minimal coupling
between massive spin-2 field and the fields of the SM. Hence our results are applicable
to scattering processes involving a massive spin-2 particle and three gluons such as a
massive graviton production with a jet in ADD and RS models or production of a massive
spin-2 Higgs like boson along with a jet after appropriate analytical continuation [33] of
kinematical variables to the respective physical regions. Similar computations with massive
spin-0 and spin-1 boson productions at two loop level in QCD exist in the literature for
the processes Higgs→ g + g + g [34] and g + g → V + jet, V = Z, γ [35] respectively.
Spin-2 field being a rank-2 tensor, we encounter for the first time the two loop am-
plitudes with higher tensorial integrals resulting from rank-2 derivative couplings of spin-2
fields with the SM ones. In addition, we encounter more than 2000 two loop Feynman am-
plitudes contributing due to the universal coupling of spin-2 field with all the SM particles.
While these increase technical complexities at the intermediate stages of computation, the
results confirm the universal infra-red structure of QCD amplitudes. In other words, we
find that soft and collinear divergences not only factorise but also agree with the predic-
tions from Catani’s work [36] (see also [37]) on two loop QCD amplitudes for multi-leg
processes. We also observe that there are no additional UV divergences as the interaction
is through energy momentum tensor of the SM which is conserved. Hence, our present
work is also useful to study the field theoretical structure of QCD amplitudes with tensor
operator insertions, in particular with the energy momentum tensor of the SM.
In the next section, we describe the generic effective Lagrangian that describes coupling
of spin-2 fields with those of the SM. Section 3 is devoted to the computational details.
Section 4 and appendix contain our final results. In section 5, we conclude with our findings.
2 Theory
2.1 The effective Lagrangian
We consider the SM with an additional spin-2 field hµν . We assume that the spin-2 field
couples minimally with the SM ones through the SM energy momentum tensor TSMµν . Since
we are interested only in the QCD effects of the process under study, we restrict ourselves
to the QCD part of TSMµν and hence the action reads [5–8] as
S = SSM + Sh − κ
2
∫
d4x TQCDµν (x) h
µν(x) , (2.1)
where κ is a dimensionful coupling and TQCDµν is the energy momentum tensor of QCD
given by



















∂ ν − igsT aAaν)ψ − ψ(
←−
∂ ν + igsT
aAaν)γµψ + ψγν(
−→
∂ µ − igsT aAaµ)ψ













gs is the strong coupling constant and ξ is the gauge fixing parameter. The T
a are genera-
tors and fabc are the structure constants of SU(3). Note that spin-2 fields couple to ghost
fields (ωa) [38] as well in order to cancel unphysical degrees of freedom of gluon fields (Aaµ).
2.2 Notation
We consider the decay of a massive spin-2 field into three gluons
h(q)→ g(p1) + g(p2) + g(p3). (2.3)
The associated Mandelstam variables are defined as
s ≡ (p1 + p2)2, t ≡ (p2 + p3)2, u ≡ (p1 + p3)2 (2.4)
which satisfy
s+ t+ u = M2h ≡ Q2 (2.5)
where Mh is the mass of the spin-2 field. We also define the following dimensionless
invariants which appear in harmonic polylogarithms (HPL) [39] and 2dHPL [40, 41] as
x ≡ s/Q2, y ≡ u/Q2, z ≡ t/Q2 (2.6)
satisfying
x+ y + z = 1. (2.7)
2.3 Ultraviolet renormalization
We describe here the ultraviolet (UV) renormalization of the matrix elements of the decay
of a spin-2 resonance with minimal coupling up to second order in QCD perturbation
theory. We regularize the theory in d = 4 +  dimensions and the dimensionful strong
coupling constant in d dimensions is made dimensionless one (gˆs) by introducing the scale


























where S = exp[

2(γE − ln 4pi)] with Euler constant γE = 0.5772 . . . , results from loop
integrals beyond leading order. |Mˆ(i)〉 is the unrenormalized color-space vector representing
the ith loop amplitude. In MS scheme, the renormalized coupling constant as ≡ as(µ2R) at

















































with CA = N , CF = (N
2 − 1)/2N , TF = 1/2 and nf is the number of active quark
flavors. Since, the spin-2 resonance couples to the SM particles through energy momentum
tensor (eq. (2.1)) which is conserved, the coupling constant κ is protected from any UV
renormalization. Hence, there will be no additional UV renormalization required other than
the strong coupling constant renormalization. Using the eq. (2.9), we now can express |M〉
































































Beyond leading order, the UV renormalized matrix elements |M(i)〉, i > 0 contain diver-
gences arising from the infrared sector of massless QCD. They result from soft gluons and
collinear massless partons present in the loops. They will cancel against similar diver-
gences coming from real emission contributions in the infrared safe observables order by
order in as, thanks to KLN theorem [42, 43]. The infrared divergence structure and their
factorization property in QCD amplitudes have been well studied for long time. In [36],
Catani predicted the infrared divergences of multi-parton QCD amplitudes precisely in
dimensional regularization up to two loops excluding two loop single pole in . In [37],
Sterman and Tejeda-Yeomans provided a systematic way of understanding the structure of
infrared divergences using factorization properties of the scattering amplitudes along with
infrared evolution equations. They demonstrated the connection of single pole in  to a
soft anomalous dimension matrix, later computed in [44, 45]. The structure of single pole
term for the electromagnetic and Higgs form factors was first shown in [46, 47]. Using soft
collinear effective field theory, Becher and Neubert [48] derived the exact formula for the
infra-red divergences of scattering amplitudes with an arbitrary number of loops and legs
in massless QCD including single pole in dimensional regularization. Using Wilson lines
for hard partons and soft and eikonal jet functions in dimensional regularization, Gardi






According to Catani’s prediction, the renormalized amplitudes |M(i)〉 for the process
(eq. (2.3)) can be expressed in terms of the universal subtraction operators I
(i)
g () as follows1
|M(1)〉 = 2 I(1)g () |M(0)〉+ |M(1)fin〉


















































+ H(2)g () (2.15)
and













































3 Calculation of two-loop amplitude
We now describe the computation of 〈M(0)|M(1)〉 & 〈M(0)|M(2)〉 matrix elements where
all the Lorentz and color indices of external particles are summed over. The computation
involves large number of Feynman diagrams. We need to perform various algebraic sim-
plifications with Dirac, Lorentz and color indices before the loop integrals are evaluated.
Due to tensorial coupling of spin-2 resonance with the SM fields, the loops contain higher
rank tensor integrals as compared to the ones normally encountered in the SM processes.
We have systematically automated this computation using various symbolic manipulation
programs developed in house and few publicly available packages that use FORM [50] and
Mathematica. In the following, we describe the method in detail.
3.1 Feynman diagrams and simplification
We use QGRAF [51] to generate the Feynman diagrams. We find that there are 4 diagrams
at tree level, 108 at one loop and 2362 at two loops, leaving out tadpole and self energy
corrections to the external legs. The output of the QGRAF is then converted to the format
that is suitable for further symbolic manipulation using FORM and Mathematica. A set of
FORM routines is used to perform simplification of the squared matrix elements involving







gluon and spin-2 resonance polarization and color sums. We have used Feynman gauge
throughout and for the external on-shell gluon legs, physical polarizations are summed using∑
s
εµ(pi, s)ε











where, pi is the i
th-gluon momentum and qi is the corresponding reference momentum
which is an arbitrary light-like 4-vector. We choose q1 = p2, q2 = p1 and q3 = p1 for

































3.2 Reduction of tensor integrals
Beyond leading order, the resulting expressions involve tensorial one and two loop integrals
which need to be reduced to a set of scalar integrals using a convenient tensorial reduction
procedure. Tensorial reduction is quite straightforward at one loop level but not so at
two loop level and beyond. In addition, finding a minimal set of integrals after the tenso-
rial reduction is important to achieve the task with large number of Feynman integrals. A
systematic approach to deal with higher rank tensor integrals and large number of scalar in-
tegrals is to use Integration by parts (IBP) [52, 53] and Lorentz invariant (LI) [54] identities.
The IBP identities follow from the fact that in the dimensional regularization, the
















where nl is an element of ~n = (n1, · · ·, nN ) with nl ∈ Z, L is the number of loops and Dls
are propagators which depend on the loop and external momenta and also masses. The
four vector vµj can be both loop and external momenta. Performing the differentiation on
the left hand side and expressing the scalar products of ki and pj linearly in terms of Dl’s,
one obtains the IBP identities given by∑
i
aiJ(bi,1 + n1, . . . , bi,N + nN ) = 0 (3.4)
where










with bi,j ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and ai are polynomial in nj . The LI identities follow from the fact that



















While these identities are useful to express the tensorial integrals in terms of a set of
master integrals, in practice, the computation becomes tedious due to the appearance of
large variety of Feynman integrals involving different set of propagators each requiring a
set of IBP and LI identities independently. We have reduced such varieties to a few by
shifting the loop momenta suitably using an in-house algorithm which uses FORM. For
one-loop diagrams, we can express each Feynman integral to contain terms from one of the
following three sets:
{D, D1, D12, D123} , {D, D2, D23, D123} , {D, D3, D31, D123} (3.7)
where,
D = k21, Di = (k1 − pi)2, Dij = (k1 − pi − pj)2, Dijk = (k1 − pi − pj − pk)2 (3.8)
In each set in eq. (3.7), D’s are linearly independent and form a complete basis in the
sense that any Lorentz invariant k1 · pi can be expressed in terms of D’s. At two loops,
there are nine independent Lorentz invariants involving loop momenta k1 and k2, namely
{(kα · kβ), (kα · pi)}, α, β = 1, 2; i = 1, . . . , 3. After appropriate shifting of loop momenta,
we can express each two loop Feynman integral to contain terms belonging to one of the
following six sets:
{D0, D1, D2, D1;1, D2;1, D1;12, D2;12, D1;123, D2;123}
{D0, D1, D2, D1;2, D2;2, D1;23, D2;23, D1;123, D2;123}
{D0, D1, D2, D1;3, D2;3, D1;31, D2;31, D1;123, D2;123}
{D0, D1, D2, D1;1, D2;1, D0;3, D1;12, D2;12, D1;123}
{D0, D1, D2, D1;2, D2;2, D0;1, D1;23, D2;23, D1;123}
{D0, D1, D2, D1;3, D2;3, D0;2, D1;31, D2;31, D1;123} (3.9)
where,
D0 = (k1 − k2)2, Dα = k2α, Dα;i = (kα − pi)2, Dα;ij = (kα − pi − pj)2,
D0;i = (k1 − k2 − pi)2, Dα;ijk = (kα − pi − pj − pk)2 (3.10)
Given the fewer number of sets (eqs. (3.7) and (3.9)), it is easier to use IBP and
LI identities using Laporta algorithm [55]. These identities can be generated using pub-
licly available packages such as AIR [56], FIRE [57], REDUZE [58, 59], LiteRed [60, 61]
etc. For our computation, we use a Mathematica based package LiteRedV1.51 along with
MintV1.1 [62]. This package has the option to exploit symmetry relations within each set
and also among different sets.
3.3 Master integrals
Using these IBP and LI identities, we reduce all the integrals that appear in our computa-












Figure 2. Non-Planar topologies of master integrals.
master integrals namely box and bubble, see figure 1 and we find that the master integrals
with three propagators are absent. For two loops, we encounter 16 planar and 5 non-planar
topologies of master integrals. These master integrals can be related to those that were
computed by Gehrmann and Remiddi in their seminal papers [40, 41]. In particular, our set
of master integrals does not contain integrals with irreducible numerator, instead we have
higher power of propagators. We use IBP and LI identities to express our set of master
integrals to those of [40, 41]. All the master integrals are drawn in figure 1 and figure 2
up to different permutations of the external momenta p1, p2 and p3. We also observe that
some topologies like iXBox1 given in figure 2 are absent in our final result and find some
new topologies namely Glass3S and Kite1 given in figure 1 which are absent in the [40, 41]
and those are simply a product of two one loop topologies.
Substituting the master integrals computed by Gehrmann and Remiddi [40, 41] in
terms of HPLs and 2dHPLs, we obtain the unrenormalized matrix elements 〈Mˆ(0)|Mˆ(1)〉
and 〈Mˆ(0)|Mˆ(2)〉. We use shuﬄe algebra to express product of lower weight HPLs as a
sum of higher weight HPLs. In the next section we present our results.
4 Results
The UV renormalized matrix elements 〈M(0)|M(1)〉 and 〈M(0)|M(2)〉 are computed using










































〈M(0)|M(1)〉 = 2 I(1)g () 〈M(0)|M(0)〉+ 〈M(0)|M(1)fin〉 ,
〈M(0)|M(2)〉 = 2 I(1)g () 〈M(0)|M(1)〉+ 4 I(2)g () 〈M(0)|M(0)〉+ 〈M(0)|M(2)fin〉 .(4.2)
Expanding the right hand side of equations (4.1) and (4.2) in powers of  and comparing
their coefficients of O(0), we obtain 〈M(0)|M(1)fin〉 and 〈M(0)|M(2)fin〉.
We find that all the poles in  resulting from the soft and collinear partons in eq. (4.1)
are in agreement with those of eq. (4.2). This serves as an important check on our result.
In addition, it establishes the universal structure of infrared poles in QCD amplitudes
involving tensorial operator insertion. We also observe that the contributions resulting
from the gauge fixing term in eq. (2.1) cancel exactly with those of ghosts confirming the
gauge independence of our result. As we anticipated, the eq. (4.1) does not require any over
all operator renormalization constant due to the conservation of energy momentum tensor
and it can be made UV finite through strong coupling constant renormalization (eq. (2.9))
alone. Below we present our final results




























































t2 + tu+ u2
)2)
,
A(1)α = A(1)α;CA CA +A(1)α;nf nf ,
A(2)α = A(2)α;C2A C
2
A +A(2)α;CAnf CA nf +A(2)α;CFnf CF nf +A(2)α;n2f n
2
f . (4.4)














The computation of one and two loop QCD results for the process h→ g+g+g is presented.
We use dimensional regularization to regulate both UV and IR divergences. Our result is
very general in the sense that it can be used for any scattering process involving production
of a massive spin-2 particle that has a universal coupling with the SM fields. We can use
it to study the production of a jet with missing energy due to KK graviton escaping the
detector or a process with resonant massive spin-2 particle in association with a jet. Since
the spin-2 field couples with the SM ones through rank-2 tensor, we not only encounter large
number of Feynman diagrams but also the formidable challenge of reducing one and two
loop Feynman integrals with high powers of loop momenta to scalar ones. The IBP and LI
identities reduce all such integrals to only few master integrals that were already computed
by Gehrmann and Remiddi. This computation is the first of the kind involving four point
function at two loop level in QCD with tensorial insertion and one massive external state.
We find that no overall UV renormalization is required due to the conservation of energy
momentum tensor. We also find that our results exhibit the right IR structure confirming
the factorization property of QCD amplitude even with tensorial insertion.
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A Harmonic polylogarithms
In this section, we briefly describe the definition and properties of HPL and 2dHPL. HPL is
represented by H(~mw; y) with a w-dimensional vector ~mw of parameters and its argument
y. w is called the weight of the HPL. The elements of ~mw belong to {1, 0,−1} through
which the following rational functions are represented
f(1; y) ≡ 1
1− y , f(0; y) ≡
1
y
, f(−1; y) ≡ 1
1 + y
. (A.1)
The weight 1 (w = 1) HPLs are defined by
H(1, y) ≡ − ln(1− y), H(0, y) ≡ ln y, H(−1, y) ≡ ln(1 + y) . (A.2)
For w > 1, H(m, ~mw; y) is defined by
H(m, ~mw; y) ≡
∫ y
0






The 2dHPLs are defined in the same way as eq. (A.3) with the new elements {2, 3} in ~mw
representing a new class of rational functions
f(2; y) ≡ f(1− z; y) ≡ 1




and correspondingly with the weight 1 (w = 1) 2dHPLs










Properties. Shuﬄe algebra: A product of two HPL with weights w1 and w2 of the same
argument y is a combination of HPLs with weight (w1 + w2) and argument y, such that
all possible permutations of the elements of ~mw1 and ~mw2 are considered preserving the
relative orders of the elements of ~mw1 and ~mw2 ,
H(~mw1 ; y)H(~mw2 ; y) =
∑
~mw = ~mw1 unionmulti ~mw2
H(~mw; y). (A.6)
Integration-by-parts identities: The ordering of the elements of ~mw in an HPL with weight
w and argument y can be reversed using integration-by-parts and in the process, some
products of two HPLs are generated in the following way
H(~mw; y) ≡ H(m1,m2, . . . ,mw; y) = H(m1, y)H(m2, . . . ,mw; y)
−H(m2,m1, y)H(m3, . . . ,mw; y)
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